This paper presents an overview of an LFG treatment of discontinuous nominal expressions involving modification, making the claim that cross-linguistically different types of discontinuity (i.e. in Warlpiri and English) should be captured by the same overall analysis, despite being licensed in different ways. LFG's separation of grammatical functions from phrase structural positions intuitively accounts for discontinuous expressions, and its use of glue semantics ensures that discontinuous and contiguous expressions receive the same semantic analysis.
Introduction
Discontinuity of nominal expressions, a phenomenon in which two or more parts of a semantic nominal unit are non-adjacent in phrase structure, is prevalent in languages traditionally classified as "non-configurational" (Hale, 1983) , e.g. the Australian languages Warlpiri, Wambaya, Jaminjung (Simpson, 1991; Nordlinger, 1998; Schultze-Berndt and Simard, 2012) , Latin (Devine and Stephens, 2000; Spevak, 2010) , Ancient Greek (Devine and Stephens, 2006) , and are also attested in a number of Slavic languages, e.g. Russian (Sekerina, 1997; Sekerina, 1999) and Polish (Siewierska, 1984) . An example of nominal discontinuity from Warlpiri is shown in (1) (Simpson, 1991, p. 282): 1 (1) Kurdu-ngku child-ERG ka PRES wajilipi-nyi chase-NONPAST wita-ngku small-ERG 'The small child is chasing it.'
In (1) a head noun is separated from a modifier, but both parts map to the same grammatical function (subject). The two parts of the discontinuous expression share the same case-marking. A similar type of discontinuity involving modification is attested in English, in the cases of relative clause extraposition in (2a) and NP-PP split in (2b) (Kirkwood, 1977, p. 55): 2 (2) a. The man entered who I met yesterday. b. A number of stories soon appeared about Watergate.
A similar type of discontinuity is in fact also attested in Warlpiri (Hale, 1976, p. 78 Discontinuity of nominal expressions, whether of the kind in which two words are marked with the same case (as in (1)), or of the kind in which a modifier of an argument is postposed to follow the clause (as in (2) and (3)) presents a challenge for syntactic theory, as it requires the two or more parts of syntactic information to be united in the semantics.
In this paper I illustrate how discontinuous nominal expressions can be accounted for within the Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) framework based on previous work. With its constraint-based nature and parallel architecture, LFG provides a straightforward way of handling discontinuity by allowing two or more separate parts of phrase structural information to map to the same functional structure, and thereby to the same semantic structure. The focus of this paper is on nominal discontinuity involving modification specifically (i.e. a head and a modifier being separated), to limit the scope of discussion, but Section 8 briefly addresses a different type of discontinuity in comparison. I make the claim that discontinuous nominal expressions (involving modification) in typologically different languages (i.e. in Warlpiri and English) are instances of the same phenomenon and therefore require the same analysis, despite being licensed by somewhat different phrase structure rules. I propose a definition that captures both types of discontinuity, and illustrate that LFG is capable of accounting for the different types in a straightforward fashion.
Overall I aim to illustrate LFG's potential in contributing to a potential implementation of discontinuity in NLP systems, because of its straightforward account of discontinuity, not requiring any special mechanisms. Discontinuous data is more challenging for approaches which parse sentences based on linear ordering, such as dependency grammar and approaches relying on surface phrase structure configuration. LFG is computationally implementable and has been implemented in the XLE system (Crouch et al., 2011) . This paper thereby contributes to potential enhancements of NLP tasks with regards to discontinuity.
Lexical-Functional Grammar
Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982 ) is a constraint-based syntactic framework which posits a parallel architecture, separating information about grammatical functions from phrase structural configuration. For this reason it is well-suited to account for languages with relatively free ordering of grammatical functions (e.g. Warlpiri). LFG posits two syntactic levels: constituent structure (c-structure) and functional structure (f-structure). C-structure encodes information about linear precedence, dominance relations and constituency, and is represented as a phrase structure tree. F-structure hosts information about the grammatical functions of the predicate of a sentence (including adjuncts), along with a range of morphosyntactic information such as case, number, tense and aspect. It is represented as an attribute-value matrix. C-structure nodes are locally annotated with information about grammatical functions and/or lexical information. Each c-structure node is associated with a particular f-structure, and a local annotation on the c-structure node ensures the mapping of the cstructure node to this f-structure via the φ function. Specifically, the local annotation on a particular cstructure node specifies the relation of the f-structure associated with this node to the f-structure associated with its mother node. An example of this mapping for the simple sentence John walked is shown in Figure 1 .
In the annotations on c-structure, ↑ points to the f-structure of the mother node and ↓ points to the fstructure of the current node. The annotation ↑ = ↓ thus expresses that the f-structure of the mother node is the same as the f-structure of its daughter node, and the annotation (↑ SUBJ) = ↓ expresses that the daughter node maps to the subject of its mother's fstructure. In English, this subject annotation is structurally associated with the NP node that is in the specifier of IP position (see Section 5). The grammatical functions SUBJ and OBJ (as well as a number of other functions assumed in LFG, such as OBJ θ and OBL θ ) are unique, e.g. a verb can only have one subject which it subcategorizes for. This subcategorization is marked in the lexical annotation on walked in Figure 1 , (↑ PRED) = 'walk<SUBJ>', which states that the predicate (PRED) value of this word is 'walk' and takes one argument, SUBJ. Adjuncts (ADJ) are not unique, but map to a set, by means of the annotation ↓ ∈ (↑ ADJ), to be discussed in more detail in the next section.
3 Discontinuity in LFG
Previous Work
Discontinuous nominal expressions have been analyzed in LFG by Simpson (1991) (Warlpiri), Kuhn (1999; (German), Cavar and Seiss (2011) (New-Shtokavian) and are discussed by Snijders (2012; 2015) . 4 Simpson (1991) and Kuhn (1999; share a similar overall analysis in assuming that two parts of a discontinuous nominal expression map to the same f-structure. Here I focus on Simpson's (1991) analysis. Simpson's analysis for example (1), adapted to fit with her more recently proposed c-structure for Warlpiri (Simpson, 2007) , is shown in Figure 2 (leaving out lexical annotations). 5 Crucially, the two parts of the discontinuous expressions both map to the f-structure of the subject of the predicate. The annotation ↓ ∈ (↑ ADJ) on the N node states that this node (↓) maps to the set of adjuncts of the NP node (↑). Note that the object, despite being absent in c-structure, is present in fstructure as the verb requires an object: its PRED value is 'PRO'.
The overall f-structure for the contiguous example is the same, as shown by the annotations on the cstructure of the contiguous version of example (1), shown in Figure 3 . Unlike in English, in the Warlpiri c-structures the subject annotation comes from the case-marking, not from the structural position.
The example with the discontinuous expression and the contiguous one thus have the same fstructure, which is mapped to the same semantic structure, as will be discussed in Section 7.
English Extraposition
Previous work in LFG does not discuss discontinuous nominal expressions in English, nor does it provide an account of how discontinuity in differ- 4 There is other work on long-distance dependencies in LFG (e.g. Kaplan and Zaenen (1989) , Clément et al. (2002) among others), but this literature discusses cases of arguments appearing outside the clause that they are part of (e.g. wh-fronting out of embedded clauses). This is a different type of long-distance dependency than the discontinuous nominal expressions discussed here, as the latter case involves two parts of the same grammatical function being separated.
5 It is generally assumed that adjective-like elements in Warlpiri are of the N category (Hale, 1983; Simpson, 1991; Hale et al., 1995) . ent languages is licensed in different ways. One type of English discontinuity, extraposition, will be addressed here, and I show that it requires the same treatment as the discontinuity with two casemarked nominals as found in Warlpiri, providing a cross-linguistic definition of discontinuous nominal expressions in Section 4. I show that any crosslinguistic differences are due to differences in cstructure rules (phrase structure rules).
Discontinuity involving extraposition and discontinuity involving two words with the same casemarking have in common the fact that two parts of the same grammatical functions are not adjacent in phrase structure. In the instance of relative clause extraposition in English, I propose to represent the extraposed clause by means of an adjoined CP clause. 6 The structure I propose for (2a) is shown in Figure 4 with partial annotations. In the case of (2b) we would instead have an adjoined PP.
I note a few differences between the type of discontinuity with two case-marked nominals ( Figure  2 ) and the English extraposition one (Figure 4 ). Linguistically, a difference is the type of categories that may be separated from each other, i.e. in Warlpiri two nominals, while in English an NP and a CP or PP. A second point of linguistic variation is the position that the two or more parts of the discontinuous expression may appear in. In English this is restricted, shown by the unacceptability of *A number of stories soon about Watergate appeared. In the case of Warlpiri discontinuity in which the subparts have the same case-marking, the placement of the subparts is much freer, reflecting Warlpiri's property of free placement of grammatical functions. 7 Another difference between the discontinuous expression in Warlpiri in Figure 2 and the English one in Figure 4 is the type of annotation on the modifier:
An illustration of c-to f-structure mapping. in the Warlpiri case both head and modifier map to the same f-structure directly (subject of the predicate by means of the annotation (↑ SUBJ) = ↓). In the English case, the modifier maps to the f-structure of the adjunct of the SUBJ, whereas the head maps to the overall f-structure of the SUBJ. The annotations are thus somewhat different, but the end result for both examples is the same: both head and modifier are contained within the f-structure of the subject. This is an important observation, as we would have the same f-structure mapping even with different annotations. For example, in the Warlpiri c-structure in Figure 2 , the annotations on the two NPs are both (↑ SUBJ) = ↓, both mapping to the same f-structure, but we could also imagine a set of annotations where the adjunct has the annotation ↓∈ (↑ SUBJ ADJ). A definition of discontinuity needs to abstract away from this variation in annotation, which is reflected in the definition proposed in the following section. 
Definition of Discontinuity in LFG
In order to capture nominal discontinuity in a more formal way, I propose the following definition: 8 (4) Nominal discontinuous expressions:
Given two c-structure constituents X and Y, X = Y, {X, Y} form a discontinuous nominal expression iff:
i. Neither X nor Y dominate the other; and ii. X and Y map to the f-structure or sub-f-structure of the same grammatical function; and iii. The yield of X is not string adjacent to the yield of Y; and iv. The constituent(s) that intervene(s) between X and Y do(es) not map to the f-structure or any sub-f-structure of the grammatical function that X and Y map to.
The key here is that the two parts of a discontinuous expression both map to the f-structure of the same grammatical function, or to an f-structure that is contained within the f-structure of this grammatical function. Consider the partial structures shown in Figure 5 , all of which do not fulfill all conditions of definition (4).
Condition (i) rules out structure (a) in Figure 5 as being discontinuous; X and Y here map to the same f-structure, but X dominates Y. Condition (ii) rules 8 One reviewer points out that these conditions (especially (i), (iii) and (iv)) do not confine to nominals. However, this paper restricts itself to nominal expressions (involving modification); extending the definition to other kinds of discontinuity is briefly addressed in Section 8. a.
Figure 6: Instances of discontinuous nominal expressions.
out the structure in Figure 5 (b) as an instance of discontinuity. In this structure the yield of X is not string adjacent to the yield of Y (in other words, the edges of X and Y do not coincide), but X and Y do not map to the f-structure (or sub-f-structure) of the same grammatical function. Condition (iii) ensures that there is an intervening element, and rules out the structure in Figure 5 (c) as an instance of discontinuity.
The structure in Figure 6 (a) fulfills all conditions as listed in (4), including condition (iv). Finally, according to condition (ii) in (4), the structure in Figure 6 (b) is also a case of discontinuity.
Constraining Discontinuity
The definition of nominal discontinuity in (4) covers both the type of nominal discontinuity attested with two case-marked nominals (one of which modifies the other) and the type with an extraposed modifier clause. Their analysis is very similar in terms of their c-to f-structure mapping, but the way in which the two different types are licensed is somewhat different. The case-marked nominal type of discontinuity is made possible by the assumption in LFG that in languages like Warlpiri grammatical functions are assigned lexically and not by phrase structure configuration (Dalrymple, 2001; Bresnan et al., 2016) . Free assignment of grammatical functions enables the existence of discontinuous expressions as in (1). 9 Cases of English extraposition are more constrained as grammatical functions are generally assumed to be assigned configurationally.
In LFG c-structure is licensed and constrained by c-structure rules (phrase structure rules), assumed to be static constraints on c-structure. In English, a rule ensuring that the subject appears pre-verbally and VP-externally is as follows: 10
The annotation on the NP ensures that if the NP is present, it obligatorily hosts the subject. 11 The rule in (5) partly licenses the c-structure in Figure 1 . In Warlpiri, with no obligatory annotations for any grammatical function, the c-structure rules are less constrained in this dimension. An example is the IP rule partly licensing the c-structures in Figures 2 and  3 , where GF = 'grammatical function': 12
The node preceding I ′ ranges over NP and V, as either an NP or a V may appear preceding the AUX constituent (which is in I position), as long as it bears a focus function. The annotations on NP and V are different. Relevant for the current discussion is the annotation on the NP: it is unspecified for its grammatical function (in this case, it ranges over SUBJ and OBJ, but this set can be extended depending on the attested data). Assuming that all NPs in Warlpiri's c-structure rules have the same unspecified annotation (↑ GF) = ↓, it is possible for an annotation for the 10 The subject can also appear in Spec,CP position, for example when it is a wh-word.
11 I note'if the NP is present', as LFG adheres to the principle of Economy of Expression, which states that all phrase structure nodes are optional, unless required by independent principles (Bresnan et al., 2016 ). An example of an independent principle is satisfaction of subcategorization requirements, e.g. if the subject is expressed elsewhere in the c-structure (e.g. in Spec,CP) then the NP node in (5) is absent. 12 The reason for assuming an IP in Warlpiri (following Austin and Bresnan (1996), Simpson (2007) ) is the set positions of two types of constituents. The first is the verb-like constituent referred to as AUX ('auxiliary') in the Warlpiri literature, like ka (glossed 'PRES') in (1), assumed to appear in I position. The second is the constituent immediately preceding the AUX, which Simpson (2007) assumes to always have a focus discourse function (similarly, she assumes that Spec,CP always hosts a topic function). same GF to appear on two NPs, enabling discontinuity (under the assumption that in Warlpiri syntactic heads are optional). The actual annotation on the NPs is determined lexically, by case-marking.
In English the situation is somewhat different. Discontinuity of the kind shown in (2) and Figure  4 is licensed by the rule in (5) and a rule like the one in (7) for adjunction of CP or PP to IP:
The annotation on the XP, ↓∈ (↑ GF ADJ), maps to the adjunct set of a GF function. Note that this GF is not restricted to SUBJ, as we can have examples like Mary mentioned the claim yesterday that John is intelligent. Despite configurational assignment of GFs in English, there is some nonspecificity in annotation here. It appears that Warlpiri adjoined relative clauses (as in (3)) can be licensed by a similar rule with a similar annotation on an extraposed CP (but with the difference that the clause can appear on either side of the main IP). A more in-depth investigation of the data is needed to posit a specific rule like this, but a generalized rule of extraposition seems plausible and would be promising for a uniform approach to this type of discontinuity. Discontinuity involving case-marked nominals and discontinuity involving extraposition have somewhat different underlying mechanisms. We can say that different restrictions on annotations on c-structure rules in the different constructions (and languages) lead to very similar outcomes, namely that two parts of c-structure which are non-adjacent can map to the fstructure or sub-f-structure of the same grammatical function.
More complex cases
There are other types of more complex cases of nominal discontinuity involving modification in English, namely extraposition with embedding (in (8a)) (Müller, 2016, p. 443) , extraction out of complex NPs (in (8b)) and secondary predication (in 8c)): 13 (8) a. Many proofs of the theorem appeared that I wanted to think about.
b. Who did they take pictures of? c. She watched him naked.
Extraposition with embedding ((8a)) is a more complex version of example (2). The extraposed clause can be assumed to either modify the head many proofs or the modifier of the theorem. In the first case, rule (7) applies, with GF = SUBJ. For the latter case we need an extension of rule (7) to ensure that the relative clause can map to the adjunct set of the adjunct of the head, which can be achieved by an additional possible annotation on the XP in (7) of the form ↓∈ (ADJ ∈ ADJ GF ↑).
As for the type of discontinuity involving extraction from complex NPs ((8b)), this is captured by the definition of discontinuity in (4) if we assume that the first part (who) maps to the adjunct set of the object, and that pictures of maps to the object. The preposition of can by itself map to the adjunct set of the object as well, meaning that both who and of are part of the adjunct set. 14 Therefore this type of example does not contradict the generalizations proposed.
The example of secondary predication in (8c) is not covered by the definition of nominal discontinuity in (4), as there is no intervening material between him and naked. This construction appears very similar to relative clause extraposition in the sense that a modifier follows the sentence as a whole. Under the current approach this is not assumed to be a case of discontinuity, even if the two adjacent words him and naked do not form a syntactic constituent. I leave this issue open for discussion.
An approach to discontinuity following the definition in (4) thus covers most cases, but in an implementation of this approach, one might need to consider specific constructions individually to achieve accurate results.
Mapping to Semantics
For completeness, I discuss how discontinuous nominal expressions involving modification can be analyzed semantically. The c-to f-structure mapping in LFG via the φ function ensures that a minimal pair of sentences with or without a discontinuous expression have the same f-structure, as shown above. Semantics in LFG is represented on the level of s-structure. Following Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011, p. 90) , I assume that f-structure is mapped directly to s-structure via the σ function. The direct mapping ensures that sentences with the same fstructure will receive the same semantics. A discontinuous expression and a contiguous expression will therefore have the same semantics, as also pointed out by Dalrymple (2001) . This is achieved by glue semantics (Dalrymple et al., 1993; Dalrymple, 1999; Dalrymple, 2001) , the linguistic theory of semantic composition commonly used in LFG, which relies on linear logic. Glue semantics associates meaning constructors, instructions on how to combine meanings to form the meaning of the sentences, with lexical items (or in some cases with phrase structural positions). Semantic composition is therefore largely separate from c-structure constituency, which is especially beneficial for the purpose of accounting for discontinuous nominal expressions, as we want the same semantic analysis for two different c-structural configurations. For example, in the Warlpiri example in Figure 2 , the two subparts of the discontinuous expression each contribute their own meaning constructors. Before looking at these, consider the f-to s-structure mapping for the SUBJ (the discontinuous expression) of example (1):
The f-to s-structure mapping of the head by itself is very similar:
In (9), the subject's f-structure is labelled s, and its s-structure is labelled s σ . The s-structure s σ has two attributes: VAR which has as its value an s-structure labelled v and RESTR which has as its value an sstructure labelled r. The attribute VAR represents a variable of type e and RESTR is of type t and represents a restriction the variable of type e. For (9) the restriction would state that the variable must range over individuals that are both children and small. For (10) the only restriction is that the variable must range over individuals that are children. The notation ⊸, the linear implication symbol of linear logic, signifies that if there is an attribute VAR (v) in the s-structure (↑ σ ) then there is also an attribute RESTR (r) in that same s-structure.
The s-structure in (9) of the subject of example (1) comes from the lexical entries of the two words of the discontinuous expression, with the one entry restricting the other. These lexical entries are shown in Figure 7 , leaving out case marking. The lexical entry of the head, kurdu ('child'), states that kurdu provides a value for the PRED attribute in the f-structure, namely child. The second part of the lexical entry of kurdu makes a statement about the mapping to s-structure (signaled by the use of ↑ σ mapping to s-structure). It states the restriction on the variable VAR: it must range over individuals that are children. The lexical specification of the modifier wita is somewhat more complicated. Here (ADJ ∈ ↑) refers to the f-structure of which ↑ (the adjunct) is a member (the set of adjuncts, or modifiers), (ADJ ∈ ↑) σ refers to the s-structure corresponding to that f-structure and ((ADJ ∈ ↑) σ VAR) refers to the value of the VAR attribute of that s-structure. Likewise, ((ADJ ∈ ↑) σ RESTR) refers to the value of the RESTR attribute of the s-structure (ADJ ∈ ↑) σ . Referring to these s-structures with the labels v and r, as shown in the examples in (9) and (10), the meaning constructor premises for the two individual words of the discontinuous expression in example (1) are shown in Figure 8 , with the meaning constructors in bold and brackets (with the glue semantics side on the right).
λX.child(X)
From the meaning constructors for the two individual words, one can deduce the meaning of the overall expression as shown in Figure 9 . The meaning constructor for the modifier consumes the contribution of the noun (v ⊸ r), and thereby provides a new meaning, also associated with v ⊸ r. Without providing a full overview of glue semantics and its use in LFG, this section has shown that by associating meaning constructors directly with lexical items and not with phrase structural positions, one can have the same semantic derivation for both contiguous and discontinuous nominal expressions.
Remaining Issues
There are a few remaining issues left to be resolved with regards to this approach to discontinuity. First, one outstanding technical issue that was brought up by Snijders (2012) is the problematic account of discontinuous adjuncts. Discontinuous adjuncts are found for example in Latin, (Bolkestein, 2001, p. 255 ). In c-structure both parts of a discontinuous adjunct will be marked with the annotation ↓∈ (↑ ADJ), to ensure that both parts map to the adjunct set of the predicate. However, unlike SUBJ or OBJ, ADJ is not a unique grammatical function. This is apparent from the set notation. Any NP annotated with the adjunct annotation will map to the adjunct set, and in principle each NP will form its own f-structure in this set. There is no clear way to distinguish between the case in which two nominals (with the same case, number, gender, assuming that this a constraining factor for discontinuity) form two separate f-structure adjuncts (separate elements of the adjunct set) or are part of the same adjunct f-structure. The only constraining factor in this is 'PRED clash': grammatical functions (including PRED clash ensures that two adjuncts which both contribute a PRED value do not unify in f-structure. Nonetheless, there is no straightforward way to distinguish between the two cases just described, and to ensure that two parts of a discontinuous adjunct map to the same f-structure (or sub-f-structure).
A second issue is that the definition in (4) covers discontinuous nominal expressions, but it does not encompass other types of discontinuity, such as the one created by 'particle verbs' (Ackerman, 1983; Piñón, 1992; Lüdeling, 2001; Booij, 2002; Toivonen, 2003; Forst et al., 2010) . 15 Consider an example from German (Forst et al., 2010, p. 229 I follow Toivonen's (2003) analysis of verbal particles as non-projecting words, marked asP. Example (12) then has the c-structure as shown in Figure 
